Abstract. In this paper the basic local stability result is obtained, in a form valid in both small field and large field regions. To achieve this, some modifications are made in both the action and the renormalization group transformation. Though there is some sacrifice of elegance in these modifications, the establishment of this local stability estimate yields the most basic ingredient of the phase cell cluster expansion, good estimates for all the actions.
Introduction
It is not far amiss to say that each machine in Constructive Quantum Field Theory has two essential ingredients, a perturbative aspect (to handle renormalization cancellations) and a positivity or stability aspect (the non-perturbative feature). This latter occurs under different names in different programs: positivity of the vacuum energy in the traditional cluster expansion; the bounds on partition functions in the method of exact renormalization transformations; and ~-positivity and a-stability in the phase cell cluster expansion approach to boson models. In this paper we establish essential stability results for our phase cell attack on Yang-Mills theories. (This may have been the most difficult problem we have to face.) The ideas in this paper may also be useful in other approaches to the study of four dimensional gauge theories.
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As we have argued in [3], we are not dealing with lattice approximations to a Yang-MiUs field. Rather we are dealing with a continuum Yang-Mills field. The group elements we have assigned to bonds of our lattices (of different scales) are variables associated to the continuum field, as the Fourier coefficients of a function are associated to the function. This association is non-linear-but fiendishly clever -to provide ready access to gauge invariance features of the theory.
To achieve the stability results of the present paper we make a number of modifications in the formalism as presented in [3] . In particular we change the block size from 2 ~ to N 4, we change the averaging procedure, and we change the form of the plaquette action. The two later changes have no effect in the small field region. We have thus changed our choice of non-linear variables and our action. We may alternatively say that we have changed our block spin renormalization transform and our action. These changes are detailed in Sect. 3 and the Appendix.
We have started with the small field stability result of [3] and patterned our treatment of the general situation on this limiting case. Section 2 presents the small field result again, for notational reasons. Two of our modifications, of the block size and of the averaging, have a very physical motivation. We want the nonlinearly associated variables assigned to large scale bonds to be minimally effected by small scale lattice excitations beneath them. As the N 4 lattice bonds are averaged to get the non-linear variable at the next scale, bonds corresponding to large excitations are suppressed in the averaging. We are not just speaking about the 1IN 4 factor occurring in the averaging, but we have added additional suppression in how the averaging is performed. These ideas should be useful in other approaches, where also treating the effects of large fields at small scales coupling to the scales above them, is a basic difficulty of the four dimensional theory.
We have one reservation in our satisfaction with the present treatment. Perhaps the modifications we make are more drastic than necessary, only because of our ignorance; much simpler modifications may yield similar stability bounds. The averaging procedure, C) of Sect. 3 and the Appendix, is not complete, but sufficiently specified to yield our present result.
In Sect. 1 we present some aesthetic properties of our average of group elements (either before modification, or in small field regions where the modification does not matter). Section 4 contains the basic stability results. These are proved in Sect. 5. Section 5.1 is particularly basic and of general interest. The results on "lattice geometry" are included in Sect. 5.4.
Pure Averages of Group Elements
In this section we discuss an averaging procedure different from the one studied in [2] . We let G be a compact Lie Group and d ( . , -) an invariant distance constructed from an invariant metric on G. e will denote the identity, and we consider elements g = e a that are sufficiently close to the identity, with IAI suffÉciently small. For a collection of such elements {g~ = eA'~ ji= 1 ..... ,, we define an average ~,=ex=eA '=~[ (1.1) 
